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ABSTRACT

Northern Ireland and Ireland possess interlinked human rights frameworks 
that create a complex tapestry. Brexit has shown the scope and depth of these 
human rights provisions and orders but also the difficulties associated with 
disentangling a single thread. The intertwined provisions that operate across 
the two jurisdictions, within the UK, and at regional and international levels 
more generally are multifaceted, developing over a considerable period and 
often in an uneven manner. Issues as regards the coverage and enforcement of 
human rights across the jurisdictions and their relationships with regional and 
global institutions, as well as the various human rights policies that remain in 
suspension or unfinished, may be reflected on. This paper considers issues of 
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convergence and divergence in this legal area and whether complexity serves 
the purpose of comprehensive rights coverage or whether such density lends 
itself to unravelling.

INTRODUCTION

Northern Ireland and Ireland contain multifaceted and interlinked human 
rights frameworks that create a complex tapestry. Brexit has aptly demon-
strated the scope and depth of these human rights provisions and orders but 
also the difficulties associated with disentangling a single thread within such 
an interwoven order. The intertwined substantive and procedural rights pro-
visions that operate across the two jurisdictions, but also more broadly within 
the UK, as well as regional and international legal obligations, are substan-
tial and multifaceted, developing over a considerable period with a variety 
of actors, institutions, societal events and cultural changes leading to some-
times uneven developments. Notwithstanding this tapestry, issues as regards 
the coverage and enforcement of human rights across the two jurisdictions 
and their relationships with regional and global institutions, as well as the 
various human rights policies that remain in suspension or unfinished, may 
be reflected on.

The tapestry is far from finished. The contexts that tie human rights obli-
gations and institutions across the island are manifold but are specifically 
legally tied to each other through equivalence. This paper considers conver-
gence and divergence in this area and whether complexity serves the purpose 
of comprehensive rights coverage or whether such density of overlapping, 
interwoven and, at times, uneven tapestry of human rights structures lends 
itself to unravelling. It comes as part of a broader North–South legal mapping 
project that covers a range of legal fields including environmental, health and 
property law as well as law and religion, among others.1

Given how human rights operate on the island and their relationships 
with broader UK and Irish court systems; the three national human rights and 
equalities bodies; the EU and the Council of Europe; as well as the UN system 

1 The project report, ‘Legal convergence and divergence on the island of Ireland’, is available at: https://www.
tcd.ie/law/2020.21/NSLMap%20Final%20Report.pdf (19 December 2022). For further discussion of the need for 
cross-jurisdictional analysis see John Doyle, Cathy Gormley-Heenan and Patrick Griffin, ‘Editorial: Introducing 
ARINS—Analysing and Researching Ireland, North and South’, Irish Studies in International Affairs 32 (2) (2021), 
vii–xvii: vii.
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of international human rights treaties and institutions, this paper takes a 
two-stranded approach to addressing convergence and divergence regarding 
human rights. This paper will not encompass any substantive rights discus-
sions but rather will shine a light on the interwoven nature of human rights 
provisions and structures on the island as an essential aspect of the broader 
project of North–South legal mapping. The first strand centres on a specific 
point of time to begin our examination: 1998. This is explained further below. 
The second is to focus on the various legal institutions involved in human 
rights—domestic, cross-jurisdictional, regional and international—rather than 
a detailing of the case law or individual provisions. The paper cannot claim to 
be near comprehensive; nonetheless, it attempts to set out the contemporary 
landscape and how rights structures operate across the two jurisdictions and 
beyond. By centring on institutions, the paper focuses on the ways in which 
the human rights orders interact and the relationships between them, and 
addresses the processes by which the tapestry is (re)made and where loose 
threads may come undone.

While the paper does not delve into the convergences and divergences of 
specific constitutional or public law rights, the distinctiveness of the two legal 
systems ought to be borne in mind, even if the outcomes may lead to conver-
gence. Following our two-stranded approach outlined above, first, the 1998 
Belfast/Good Friday Agreement (hereafter 1998 Agreement) is the chron-
ological point of departure as it was here that Northern Ireland’s human 
rights infrastructure was completely overhauled, and the Agreement directly 
impacted on both the UK’s and Ireland’s rights systems.2 It was also the point 
at which the question of equivalence of rights on the island became a key 
aspect of human rights structures.

Equivalence, in the terms of the 1998 Agreement, requires Ireland and 
Northern Ireland to have, at least, comparable substantive and procedural 
human rights, although the legal obligation lies with Ireland. While the UK 
government’s position is that this does not require full equivalence on its 
part,3 the position of the Joint Committee of the Irish Human Rights and 

2 Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the 
Government of Ireland (with annexes) 1998 2114 UNTS 473.
3 Northern Ireland Office, ‘UK Government Commitment to “No Diminution of Rights, Safeguards, and Equality 
of Opportunity” in Northern Ireland: What Does It Mean and How Will It Be Implemented?’ (NIO, 2020), para. 
9, available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/protocol-on-irelandnorthern-ireland-article-2 (19 
December 2022).
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Equality Commission4 and the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission 
(JCHR),5 as well as the joint position of the Northern Ireland Human Rights 
Commission (NIHRC) and the Equality Commission of Northern Ireland 
(ECNI), is that the context of the provisions, or from an international treaty 
law position the object and purpose, combined with the establishment of 
the JCHR suggests that equivalence across the island was the intention.6 The 
JCHR’s view should be combined with the intention to create a Charter of 
Rights for the island, which, while still unaccomplished, does demonstrate 
an intent to have a basic common standard of rights that would sit alongside 
similar baselines established by European and international human rights 
infrastructures. While the UK and Ireland are signatories to many of the 
same regional and international human rights treaties, it was from 1998 that 
these became tied to the operation of rights on the island as a whole, across 
both jurisdictions. It was also from the 1998 Agreement that four key human 
rights bodies on the island were established: the NIHRC,7 the ECNI,8 the Irish 
Human Rights and Equality Commission (IHREC)9 and the JCHR, which is 
made up of representatives of the NIHRC and the IHREC.10 The JCHR is a par-
ticularly important innovation, not just in monitoring human rights across 
the jurisdictions but also as regards policy proposals and interventions.

The second approach the paper adopts, as outlined above, is a focus on 
legal provisions, obligations and institutional infrastructures related to 
human rights. At the national level, this includes the Irish constitution, 
the UK Human Rights Act 1998, the European Court of Human Rights and 
wider international human rights law treaties that both jurisdictions are 
party to. Such instruments offer a necessary starting point in apprehend-
ing the island’s human rights tapestry. Alongside these legal provisions and 

4 This is the successor body of two organisations, the Irish Human Rights Commission and the Irish Equality 
Authority, Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission Act 2014.
5 There are several Joint Committees of relevance to human rights: the Joint Committee between the human 
rights bodies, the UK parliament’s Human Rights Joint Committee and the Joint Committee under the Ireland/
Northern Ireland Protocol.
6 NIHRC and IHREC, ‘Joint Committee of the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission and the Northern 
Ireland Human Rights Commission Policy Statement on the United Kingdom withdrawal from the European 
Union’ (NIHRC and IHREC), available at: https://nihrc.org/publication/detail/joint-committee-statement-on-
the-uk-withdrawal-from-the-european-union (19 December 2022).
7 1998 Agreement, strand 6, para. 5.
8 1998 Agreement, strand 6, para. 6.
9 1998 Agreement, strand 6, para. 9: originally two bodies, they were merged in 2014 via the Irish Human Rights 
and Equality Commission Act 2014.
10 1998 Agreement, strand 6, para. 10.
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obligations, a range of institutional infrastructures operate to support, adju-
dicate on and monitor. These include the national human rights and equalities 
bodies mentioned alongside the domestic and regional courts systems and 
bodies of international human rights law. Focusing on the central core of 
provisions, obligations and institutions related to human rights means that 
the paper does not consider thematic rights issues, but rather explains and 
explores human rights frameworks and how both states are assessed against 
their international legal obligations. The paper aims to equip the reader with 
an understanding of the tapestry of elements that relate to human rights in 
Northern Ireland and Ireland, to begin to consider elements of convergence 
and divergence, and to reflect on whether such complexity is a help or a hin-
drance to human rights protection and compliance.

Our mapping of this tapestry begins in the following section with an 
outline of relevant legislative and constitutional context in both jurisdictions. 
In the section after that, attention turns to the 1998 Agreement and its impor-
tance for human rights structures and legal frameworks. Building on this, 
we provide detail on the three main national human rights and equalities 
bodies and their joint working on the island. A section is dedicated to con-
sideration of the Ireland/Northern Ireland Protocol and its significance for 
human rights. This is followed by an overview of international human rights 
obligations and institutions relevant to both jurisdictions. The paper’s final 
section turns to the question of convergence and divergence, highlighting 
some of the locations where human rights frameworks in Northern Ireland 
and Ireland demonstrate coherence across the tapestry and where distinctive 
features that weave a more complex picture can be detected.

LEGISLATIVE AND CONSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

Before turning to the substance of the paper, it is important to draw attention 
to two central legislative and constitutional components that provide a start-
ing point: the UK Human Rights Act 1998 and the Irish constitution 1937.11 
Both are critical to evolving human rights jurisprudence and understandings 
of rights across the two jurisdictions. Considering the latter first, the Irish 
constitution’s rights provisions are mostly contained in Articles 40–44, with 

11 Bunreacht na hÉireann/Constitution of Ireland 1937, Human Rights Act 1998 c. 42.
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a focus on civil and political rights. Key components include the Irish courts’ 
ability to invalidate both legislative and executive measures in violation of 
the constitution alongside the president of Ireland’s ability under Article 26 
to refer bills they consider potentially repugnant to the constitution to the 
Supreme Court, as well as the processes of amendment through referendum.12 
These result in a broad understanding of constitutional rights as a distinct 
stratum of procedural and substantive protection and an active part of popular 
political debate.13 Referenda, jurisprudence, international human rights mon-
itoring processes and broader scholarly commentary have highlighted gaps 
in Irish constitutional rights protection as well as where those constitutional 
protections may cause human rights harms.14

One of the most distinctive elements of the Irish constitution’s rights pro-
visions is its doctrine of unenumerated rights. Since Ryan v Attorney General, 
Article 40, which contains the fundamental rights provisions, is interpreted to 
include rights not specifically set out in the constitutional text itself.15 In Ryan, 
for instance, while the claimant lost, the court recognised a right to bodily 
integrity, a right not written in the text.16 While this suggests an expansive 
view of rights, as Carolan argues, the courts have been more inclined to iden-
tify rights rather than apply them to specific claimants and in recent years 
they have played a lesser role.17 More recently, amending the constitution to 
include rights has been the preferred route. Socio-economic rights, beyond 
the right to property and education, are weakly protected under the Irish 
constitution, although there are broader political moves to include stronger 
protections around housing and water.18

12 Hilary Hogan, ‘The decline of Article 26: reforming abstract constitutional review in Ireland’, The Jurist 67 
(2023), forthcoming.
13 Gerard Hogan, Rachel Walsh, Gerry Whyte and David Kenny, Kelly: The Irish constitution (London, 2018).
14 E.g. Máiréad Enright and Fiona de Londras, Repealing the 8th: reforming Irish abortion law (Bristol, 2018); 
Maria Cahill, Colm Ó Cinnéide, Seán Ó Conaill and Conor O’Mahony (eds), Constitutional change and popular 
sovereignty: populism, politics and the law in Ireland (Abingdon, 2021).
15 Ryan v. Attorney General [1965] IR 294.
16 Other important cases include McGee v. Attorney General [1973] IR 284; Norris v. Attorney General [1984] IR 36.
17 Eoin Carolan, ‘The constitution, politics, and public policy’, in David M. Farrell and Niamh Hardiman (eds), 
The Oxford handbook of Irish politics (Oxford, 2021); Conor O’Mahony, ‘Unenumerated rights after NHV’, Dublin 
University Law Journal 40 (2017) 171.
18 Tim Murphy, ‘Economic inequality and the constitution’, in Tim Murphy (ed.), Ireland’s evolving constitution 
(Oxford, 1998), 163; Aoife Nolan, ‘Ireland: the separation of powers doctrine vs. socio-economic rights’, in 
Malcom Langford (ed.), Social rights jurisprudence: emerging trends in comparative and international law 
(Cambridge, 2008), 295; Liam Thornton, ‘Socio-economic rights and Ireland’, in Suzanne Egan (ed.), International 
human rights: perspectives from Ireland (London, 2015), 179.
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In the UK context, the advent of the UK Human Rights Act 1998, and its role 
as a constitutional statute very much linked to Northern Ireland via the 1998 
Agreement discussed below, has equally created a rich jurisprudence across 
the UK but, comparatively, a very different approach to reform.19 Over the past 
decade, there have been several UK government proposals to reform the Human 
Rights Act, with a recent bill, now set aside, intending to entirely replace it.20 
The NIHRC and the ECNI have raised the implications for Northern Ireland 
of such reform, and the outcome remains outstanding.21 There have been rel-
atively few cross-references on issues of human rights between the courts 
systems in the UK and Ireland, although the joint jurisdictions of the Court 
of Justice of the European Union and the European Court of Human Rights 
have meant that, at times, each of the courts will rely on similar jurisprudence. 
Ireland’s incorporation of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) 
under the European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 differs from the 
Human Rights Act 1998, with the processes of judicial notice and due account 
diverging in procedure even if substantive outcomes remain similar.22

The roles of the executives in Dublin, Belfast and London are obviously 
also significant to human rights, as are the functioning and role of the various 
government departments, especially those directly charged with human rights 
compliance. They are beyond the scope of the paper, but are also an impor-
tant part of that tapestry especially as regards the institutional culture they 
produce and the human rights priorities they select.23 Similarly, the oversight 

19 Helen Fenwick and Richard Edwards, Fenwick on civil liberties & human rights (Abingdon, 2016); Brice 
Dickson, Law in Northern Ireland (London, 2022).
20 ‘Independent Human Rights Act Review’, available at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/independent-human-
rights-act-review (19 December 2022); ‘Human rights act reform: a modern bill of rights’, available at https://
assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1040409/human-
rights-reform-consultation.pdf (19 December 2022); Bill of Rights Bill, 2022, available at: https://bills.parliament.
uk/bills/3227 (19 December 2022).
21 Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission, ‘Chief Commissioner responds to human rights proposals’ (12 
May 2015), available at: www.nihrc.org/news/detail/chief-commissioner-responds-to-human-rights-proposals 
(19 December 2022), Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission, ‘Proposed changes to the Human Rights Act 
“unnecessary and potentially divisive”’, available at: https://nihrc.org/news/detail/proposed-changes-to-the-
human-rights-act-unnecessary-and-potentially-divisive-ni-human-rights-commission (10 March 2022); Colin 
Murray, Aoife O’Donoghue and Ben T.C. Warwick, ‘The implications of the Good Friday Agreement for UK 
human rights reform’, in Irish yearbook of international law, vols 11–12 (Oxford, 2017), 71–96.
22 Brice Dickson, The Irish Supreme Court: historical and comparative perspectives (Oxford, 2019), 301; Dickson, 
Law in Northern Ireland.
23 Conor Casey and David Kenny, ‘The gatekeepers: executive lawyers and the executive power in comparative 
constitutional law’, International Journal of Constitutional Law 20 (2) (2022), 664–695; Erin L. Borry and Tina 
Kempin Reuter, ‘Humanizing bureaucracy: applying the human rights-based approach to Weber’s bureaucracy’, 
Perspectives on Public Management and Governance 5 (2) (2022), 164–173.
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provided by legislative committees, stronger in the UK although of growing 
importance since reform in Ireland, is a significant aspect of human rights 
oversight and development.24 In the same vein, civil society and its role in 
advocating for human rights compliance and change are very significant in 
both Ireland and Northern Ireland. Much of the human rights constitutional 
change via litigation in both jurisdictions and via referendum in Ireland has 
come about because of civil society, and its role in advocacy, compliance and 
change in human rights ought not to be underestimated. Civil society has been 
the root of much of the rich texturisation of human rights that has occurred 
both before and after 1998. With the context of the Human Rights Act and 
the Irish constitution in mind as providing the legislative and constitutional 
backdrop for human rights protections, focus will now turn to 1998 and the 
document that shaped structures for human rights in Northern Ireland and 
Ireland.

THE 1998 AGREEMENT

The signing of the 1998 Agreement made human rights infrastructure an 
essential part of Northern Ireland’s and Ireland’s legal orders, internally but 
also as regards each other.25 While human rights legal, political and cultural 
infrastructures had long existed, with shared understandings via European 
and international human rights treaties (as will be discussed below), the 
1998 Agreement locked the two systems together in a substantive way. It is 
an international treaty between the UK and Ireland as well as a peace set-
tlement between state and non-state actors, a framework used globally but 
also a system that places human rights as a key aspect of vertical, horizontal 

24 Aileen Kavanagh, ‘The Joint Committee on Human Rights: a hybrid breed of constitutional watchdog’, in 
Murray Hunt, Hayley Hooper and Paul Yowell (eds), Parliaments and human rights: redressing the democratic 
deficit (London, 2015), 115–140; Colin Caughey and David Russell, ‘The devolution of human rights and the 
Northern Ireland Assembly’, in Hunt et al., Parliaments and human rights, 223–238; Catherine Lynch, ‘The effect 
of parliamentary reforms (2011–16) on the Oireachtas committee system’, Administration 65 (2) (2017), 59–87.
25 Dickson, Law in Northern Ireland, 12–17, 29, 117, 131, 148, 151–171, 333; Christine Bell, ‘Dealing with the past 
in Northern Ireland’, Fordham International Law Journal 26 (4) (2002), 1095–1147; Austen Morgan, The Belfast 
Agreement: a practical legal analysis (Belfast, 2000), 358–359; Paul Mageean and Martin O’Brien, ‘From the 
margins to the mainstream: human rights and the Good Friday Agreement’, Fordham International Law Journal 
22 (4) (1998), 1499–1538; R. Byrne, ‘Changing modalities: implementing human rights obligations in Ireland 
after the Good Friday Agreement’, Nordic Journal of International Law 70 (1) (2001). 
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and networked rights relationships.26 Of particular interest here is the 1998 
Agreement’s introduction of significant human rights requirements across 
both jurisdictions including equivalence of rights and the obligation to incor-
porate the ECHR into both jurisdictions and to create the Human Rights 
Commissions and the JCHR.27 The 1998 Agreement was a shift in both sub-
stantive and procedural rights mechanisms for the whole island as part of 
broader changes to governance in the transition to peace.28

The Rights, Safeguards and Equality of Opportunity provisions of the 
Agreement alongside fair functioning of the criminal justice system, and UK 
constitutional rights via both the Human Rights Act 1998 and enduring civil 
liberties jurisprudence, significantly increased the range and quality of human 
rights provisions in Northern Ireland.29 When taken alongside EU mem-
bership and the rights protections contained therein, especially as regards 
anti-discrimination, environment, employment and others in the EU Charter 
of Fundamental Rights, a rights system with over-layered and varied form 
was established. This creates an order where not only is convergence likely, 
but a form of equivalence is inevitable, though the constructive ambiguities 
of the 1998 Agreement in themselves leave much latitude for manoeuvre and 
interpretation as well as the margin of appreciation that is fundamental to 
the ECHR.30 The impact of Brexit on this system will be discussed below, but 
by the time of the 2016 UK vote on EU membership, the intertwined human 
rights systems and networks across the two jurisdictions were embedded.

26 Christine Bell, ‘Peace agreements: their nature and legal status’, American Journal of International Law 100 
(2) (2006), 373–412: 373, 374.
27 1998 Agreement s. 6, paras 2, 9, 10. Annex European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
(1953) 213 UNTS 222; see also Joint Declaration by the British and Irish Governments (April 2003), Annex 3, 
para. 2; Colm O’Cinnéide, Equivalence in promoting equality – the implications of the multi-party agreement for 
the further development of equality measures for Northern Ireland and Ireland (Dublin, 2005); Brice Dickson, The 
European Convention on Human Rights and the conflict in Northern Ireland (Oxford, 2010).
28 Fionnuala Ní Aoláin, ‘Human rights in negotiating peace agreements: The Good Friday Agreement’, 
International Council on Human Rights Policy 1 (2005).
29 Human Rights Act 1998; see also Fair Employment and Treatment Order 1998 and Northern Ireland Act 1998; 
Helen Fenwick, Civil Liberties & Human Rights (London, 2002).
30 Steve Peers, Tamara Hervey, Jeff Kenner and Angela Ward, The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights: a 
commentary (London, 2014); Colin Murray and Aoife O’Donoghue, ‘Life after Brexit: operationalising the 
Belfast/Good Friday Agreement’s principle of consent’, Dublin University Law Journal 42 (1) (2019), 147–189: 
147, 149; Christine Bell and Kathleen Cavanaugh, ‘“Constructive ambiguity” or internal self-determination? 
Self-determination, group accommodation, and the Belfast Agreement’, Fordham International Law Journal 22 
(1998), 1345; Colin Murray, ‘The constitutional significance of the people of Northern Ireland’, in Oran Doyle, 
Aileen McHarg and Joe Murkens (eds), The Brexit challenge for Ireland and the United Kingdom: constitutions 
under pressure (Cambridge, 2021), 108, 116.
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Under the 1998 Agreement, the Irish government was required to examine 
its human rights infrastructure and to ‘draw on the European Convention 
on Human Rights and other international legal instruments in the field of 
human rights … [to] ensure at least an equivalent level of protection of 
human rights as will pertain in Northern Ireland’.31 This further included 
equalities protection. The inclusion of the ECHR alongside other interna-
tional legal instruments makes for a very broad commitment that suggests 
the relevance of human rights instruments as part of overarching governance 
in Ireland well beyond the constitution. Ireland also committed to the pro-
posed human rights commission having ‘a mandate and remit equivalent to 
that within Northern Ireland’.32 While the NIHRC and ECNI have seen their 
budgets increased, albeit after years of cuts, to accommodate their role under 
the Ireland/Northern Ireland Protocol, IHREC’s budget has not increased 
to take account of this work. A recent government announcement of an 
increase in budget did not reference its all-island work, the JCHR or the role 
it plays in the Ireland/Northern Ireland Protocol.33 Since the budget for the 
Joint Committee comes out of NIHRC and IHREC’s budget, and it too has an 
additional role in the Protocol, a stretched capacity to carry out a multitude of 
duties, including on equivalence well beyond Brexit, requires attention. Brexit 
has taken a significant part of the three bodies’ capacity in recent years, and 
this has meant that the JCHR has not had much space to tackle other issues: 
Travellers’ rights, gender, racial discrimination, disability and refugee rights, 
among others. While structural equivalence is narrower, it is important and 
raises questions about mandate and remit, but also budgetary issues around 
ability to carry out these obligations.34 The at times high and contradictory 
expectations placed on the human rights bodies, and their roles in Northern 
Ireland as part of a transitional society and in Ireland working alongside and 
sometimes incongruently with a constitution, raise questions as to what the 
expectations of governments, civil society and individuals should be, and 
the human rights bodies’ powers and resources to fulfil those expectations. 
The comprehensive range of oversight, and the burden placed on them to 

31 1998 Agreeement, s. 6, para. 9.
32 1998 Agreement, s. 6, para. 9.
33 ‘Minister O’Gorman announces “transformative” €183 million budget package’ (12 May 2021), available at: 
https://www.gov.ie/en/press-release/c2a83-minister-ogorman-announces-transformative-183-million-budget-
package/ (19 December 2022).
34 Colin Murray and Clare Rice, ‘Beyond trade: implementing the Ireland/Northern Ireland Protocol’s human 
rights and equalities provisions’, Northern Ireland Legal Quarterly 72 (1) (2021).
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elucidate what the unpicking of EU membership means, is tremendous, and 
reflection on resources and expectations is needed.

As part of international treaty law, reciprocity ensures equity in imple-
mentation and operates alongside equivalence under the 1998 Agreement. 
Reciprocity does not require a state to mirror other state parties’ imple-
mentation of treaty obligations; divergent approaches are acceptable if they 
comply with a treaty’s object and purpose.35 Equivalence, similarly, does 
not require an exact mirroring of human rights and equalities, but rather 
comparable substantive and procedural human rights protection. This pro-
duces a level of ambiguity, within which the 1998 Agreement has generally 
worked successfully. For instance, the 1998 Agreement does not require the 
ECHR’s incorporation into Irish law, but rather that the equivalent protec-
tion be afforded. This recognises the position of the Irish constitution and the 
human rights protections contained therein, but also that there were gaps 
in the protections, and the 2003 Act applies ‘where no other legal remedy is 
adequate and available’, making it distinct from the 1998 Human Rights Act.36 
Nonetheless, the Irish government clarified that in introducing the European 
Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 it looked to the UK Human Rights Act 
as a model.37 EU law, particularly in areas of anti-discrimination and equality, 
also assisted in attaining an equivalence standard across the two jurisdictions. 
But equivalence has not been litigated, though changes to laws on marriage 
equality and reproductive health are two examples over the past decade that 
raise the possibility of an equivalence imbalance. Because of the role of EU 
law, it has been in terms of Brexit, potential UK constitutional reform of the 
Human Rights Act38 and the proposed Legacies Bill that the potential for 
divergence has arisen. However, unpicking a single thread is complicated by 
the ways in which the human rights frameworks have integrated both sub-
stantively and institutionally.

The 1998 Agreement envisaged an ‘ECHR-plus’ arrangement for Northern 
Ireland, where the ECHR would ultimately be supplemented by the NIHRC’s 

35 D.W. Greig, ‘Reciprocity, proportionality, and the law of treaties’, Virginia Journal of International Law 34 
(1994), 295, 298; Matt Craven, ‘Legal differentiation and the concept of the human rights treaty in international 
law’, European Journal of International Law 11 (3) (2000), 489–519.
36 European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003, s. 5; Fiona de Londras and Ciara Kelly, European Convention 
on Human Rights Act: operation, impact and analysis (Dublin, 2010); Suzanne Egan, Liam Thornton and Judy 
Walsh, Ireland and the European Convention on Human Rights: 60 years and beyond (London, 2014).
37 John O’Donoghue TD, Dáil debates, vol. 523, WA 20184/00 (5 October 2000).
38 Northern Ireland Troubles (Legacy and Reconciliation) Bill, available at: https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3160 
(19 December 2022).
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drafting of a Bill of Rights for Northern Ireland.39 In 2011 the NIHRC’s propos-
als for a Bill of Rights went before the Assembly, although cross-community 
support was not received.40 Under the New Decade, New Approach Deal in 
2020, work began again on the Bill of Rights with an ad hoc Assembly commit-
tee established.41 While the panel of experts to assist the committee was never 
appointed, a report was published in 2022, although routes toward implemen-
tation remain to be resolved.42 How Article 2 of the Ireland/Northern Ireland 
Protocol operates and how reform of the Human Rights Act proceeds may 
impact on the shape of a future Northern Ireland Bill of Rights.43

THE JCHR

The three main human rights and equalities bodies on the island individually 
and collectively continue to grapple with enumerating the impact of Brexit on 
human rights. The 1998 Agreement mandates the creation of national human 
rights bodies in Ireland and Northern Ireland, and cooperation between 
them. The JCHR first met in 2001. One task of the committee was the drawing 
together of a Charter of Rights for everyone living on the island. This was 
recognised as a priority at its first meeting, with further meetings discuss-
ing the potential content, aims and status, and who would be parties to this 
charter.44 In 2011, the JCHR issued advice on a charter and forwarded this to 

39 1998 Agreement, s. 6, para. 4 and NIA, s. 69(7); Murray et al., ‘The Implications of the Good Friday Agreement 
for UK human rights reform’, 71. 
40 See Hugo Swire MP, House of Commons debates, vol. 541, col. 832 (7 March 2012).
41 New Decade, New Approach, 2020, para. 28, available at: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/856998/2020-01-08_a_new_decade__a_new_approach.pdf (19 
December 2022).
42 156/17-22 Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on a Bill of Rights, available at: http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/
assembly-business/committees/2017-2022/ad-hoc-committee-on-a-bill-of-rights/reports/report-of-the-ad-hoc-
committee-on-a-bill-of-rights/ (19 December 2022).
43 Anne Smith, Monica McWilliams and Priyamvada Yarnell, ‘Does every cloud have a silver lining? Brexit, 
repeal of the Human Rights Act and the Northern Ireland Bill of Rights’, Fordham International Law Journal 
40 (1) (2016), 79; Colin Harvey and Anne Smith, ‘Designing bills of rights in contested contexts: reflections on 
the Northern Ireland experience’, Fordham International Law Journal 44 (2020), 357; Michael Meehan, ‘Towards 
a Northern Ireland bill of rights’, Liverpool Law Review 23 (2001), 33–56; Colin Harvey and Alex Schwartz, 
‘Designing a bill of rights for Northern Ireland’, Northern Ireland Legal Quarterly 60 (2009), 181–199.
44 1998 Agreement, Strand Three, para. 10, 1st Joint Commission Minutes 8 November 2001, available at: https://
nihrc.org/publication/detail/1st-joint-commission-minutes-8th-november-2001 (19 December 2022); for context 
on these forms of rights documents see Ronagh McQuigg, Bills of rights: a comparative perspective (Cambridge, 
2014); Suzanne Egan and Rachel Murray, ‘Casting a cold eye on the origins and development of an all-island 
charter of rights’, Fordham International Law Journal 34 (2010), 78.
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the respective governments.45 The committee stated that ‘a Charter of Rights 
is justifiable and could be constituted within the already established frame-
work of human rights protections operating in both Northern Ireland and 
Ireland’, and did not recommend any new rights but rather a reassertion of 
that framework.46 This indicates a charter that is restricted to existing rights 
protections rather than anything that would supplement or develop rights as 
they stand, which, as Egan and Murray suggest, does not set an explicit aim 
for the charter other than as a map of existing rights, useful as that may well 
be.47 Nonetheless, it would establish a common baseline between Ireland and 
Northern Ireland.

In its proposal on a charter, the JCHR set out the various points on which 
both governments had already given human rights commitments. The pro-
posal describes how since the 1985 Anglo-Irish Agreement reiterations of 
the need for protection of human rights on the island have been repeatedly 
made, including through the proposed charter for the island under the 1998 
Agreement as well as under the 1995 and 2003 joint frameworks, while also 
pointing out that the charter would be within the broader framework subsist-
ing across the two jurisdictions.48 The 2011 proposal sets out the overlapping 
international commitments of Ireland and the UK, although it does not cover 
EU law rights. The proposal emphasises the possibility of using the charter to 
ensure equivalence between the two jurisdictions. Since 2011 there has been 
limited movement on the charter. As O’Cinnéide argues, it has largely been 
met with political apathy and, despite recent Brexit-related changes where it 
potentially could play a significant role, that political indifference appears set 
to continue.49

Alongside work on the Charter of Rights, in its first decade the JCHR exam-

ined issues relating to cross-border racism, cross-border issues pertaining to 

the Traveller community, detention of asylum seekers, cross-border transfer 

of asylum seekers and refugees, issues related to migration and issues around 

45 IHREC, ‘A charter of rights for the island of Ireland’, available at: http://www.ihrc.ie/download/pdf/charter_
of_rights_advice__june_2011__final.pdf (19 December 2022).
46 IHREC, ‘A charter of rights for the island of Ireland’.
47 Suzanne Egan and Rachel Murray, ‘A charter of rights for the island of Ireland: an unknown quantity in the 
Good Friday/Belfast Agreement’, International and Comparative Law Quarterly 56 (4) (2007), 797–835: 806.
48 IHREC, ‘A charter of rights for the island of Ireland’.
49 O’Cinnéide, ‘Equivalence in promoting equality’; Anne Smith and Leo Green, ‘The processes of the “unfinished 
businesses” of the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement: an all-island Charter of Rights and the Northern Ireland Bill 
of Rights’, Irish Yearbook of International Law 11 (2016–2017), 23–50.
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religious and cultural clothing, as well as reviewing emergency legislation 

introduced after the 11 September 2001 attacks in the US. In this first decade, 

a focus can be detected on issues that connected to the border itself, and how 

this space creates particular human rights and equalities issues, as all borders 

do.50 A point that resurfaces with Brexit, but manifests slightly differently, is 

the experience of frontier workers, as well as healthcare and welfare access.51 

In recent years much of the work of the committee has centred on Brexit 

alongside proposed UK-wide human rights reform.52 With regard to the latter, 

the committee has stated that ‘the Human Rights Act 1998 provides essential 

protection to everyone in the United Kingdom, enabling fundamental rights 

to be enforced in domestic courts’. The statement continues that ‘any propos-

als must also take full cognisance of the arrangements for devolution within 

the United Kingdom and the responsibilities taken by the two governments 

within the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement as an international treaty lodged 

with the United Nations’.53 This reflects the intertwined jurisdictions that the 

JCHR examines when undertaking its work.
The JCHR also engages with both governments and parliamentary commit-

tees.54 As part of Brexit, it engaged with EU Chief Negotiator Michel Barnier 
in 2018,55 and UN High Commissioner on Human Rights Michelle Bachelet 
in 2019.56 In 2020, the JCHR, alongside the ECNI, published a joint statement 

50 Seyla Benhabib, ‘Claiming rights across borders: international human rights and democratic sovereignty’, 
American Political Science Review 103 (4) (2009), 691–794; Tilmann Altwicker, ‘Transnationalizing rights: 
international human rights law in cross-border contexts’, European Journal of International Law 29 (2) (2018), 
581–606.
51 Tobias Lock, ‘A common travel area? Brexit and the new (Northern) Irish’, in Christopher McCrudden (ed.), 
The law and practice of the Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland (Cambridge, 2022), 194.
52 IHREC, ‘Joint Statement from the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission and the Northern Ireland 
Human Rights Commission on UK Proposal to repeal the Human Rights Act 1998’, available at: https://www.
ihrec.ie/joint-statement-from-the-irish-human-rights-and-equality-commission-and-the-northern-ireland-
human-rights-commission-on-uk-proposal-to-repeal-the-human-rights-act-1998/ (1 May 2022).
53 IHREC, ‘Joint Statement from the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission and the Northern Ireland 
Human Rights Commission’. 
54 IHREC, ‘IHREC and NIHRC express concerns over UK Government proposals to repeal the Human Rights 
Act 1998’, available at: https://www.ihrec.ie/ihrec-and-nihrc-express-concerns-over-uk-government-proposals-
to-repeal-the-human-rights-act-1998/ (1 May 2022).
55 IHREC, ‘Belfast (Good Friday) Agreement Joint Committee Confirms Brexit Rights Concerns in Barnier 
Meeting’, available at: https://www.ihrec.ie/belfast-good-friday-agreement-joint-committee-confirms-brexit-
rights-concerns-in-barnier-meeting/ (1 May 2022).
56 IHREC, ‘UN High Commissioner for Human Rights meets with Human Rights Commissions in Dublin – 
discuss Brexit threats’, available at: https://www.ihrec.ie/un-high-commissioner-for-human-rights-meets-with-
human-rights-commissions-in-dublin-discuss-brexit-threats/ (1 May 2022).
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advising that the UK Internal Market Bill had to address human rights and 
equality concerns.57 It has also published a number of reports that cover, inter 
alia, EU citizenship rights after Brexit, 58 the Common Travel Area,59 the Birth-
right Commitment under the 1998 Agreement60 and justice arrangements 
post Brexit.61 The work of the JCHR on Brexit has been extremely impor-
tant. Nonetheless, a tendency for Brexit to take precedence over other human 
rights questions that also require attention can at times be detected. While 
Brexit impacts on the tapestry of human rights in critical ways, requiring a 
rethreading, focus here could lead to a stagnation of necessary joint work on 
other issues.

THE IRELAND/NORTHERN IRELAND PROTOCOL

Prior to Brexit, the range of EU human rights and equality provisions—from 
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights through equalities directives, EU citi-
zenship rights, data protection and a range of other rights obligations found 
across treaties, directives and regulations as well as the decisions of the Court 
of Justice of the European Union—created a stratum of convergence across 
the two jurisdictions that, while still taking account of differing implemen-
tation and enforcement, created a baseline.62 The possibility of an emergent 
gap brought human rights, tied to both the 1998 Agreement and EU law, into 
that debate. The extent of rights coverage across economic, social, political, 
cultural, environmental and employment areas combined with the equiva-
lence of rights on the island, the Common Travel Area and the significance of 
British and Irish citizenship in Northern Ireland mandated a specific solution, 

57 IHREC, ‘The UK Internal Market Bill must address human rights and equality concerns’, available at: https://
www.ihrec.ie/the-uk-internal-market-bill-must-address-human-rights-and-equality-concerns/ (1 May 2022).
58 Sylvia de Mars, Colin Murray, Aoife O’Donoghue and Ben Warwick, ‘Continuing EU citizenship “rights, 
opportunities and benefits” in Northern Ireland after Brexit’, available at: https://nihrc.org/uploads/publications/
Rights_Opportunities.pdf (1 May 2022).
59 Sylvia de Mars, Colin Murray, Aoife O’Donoghue and Ben Warwick, ‘Discussion paper on the common 
travel area’, available at: https://www.ihrec.ie/documents/discussion-paper-on-the-common-travel-area/ (1 
May 2022).
60 Alison Harvey, ‘A legal analysis of incorporating into UK law the birthright commitment under the Belfast 
(Good Friday) Agreement 1998’, available at: https://nihrc.org/uploads/publications/Birthright-Commitment-
Report.pdf (1 May 2022).
61 Amanda Kramer, ‘Evolving justice arrangements post Brexit’, available at: https://www.ihrec.ie/app/
uploads/2019/08/Evolving-Justice-Arrangements-Post-Brexit_FA.pdf (1 May 2022).
62 Marton Varju, European Union human rights law: the dynamics of interpretation and context (Cheltenham, 
2014); Federico Fabbrini, Fundamental rights in Europe (Oxford, 2014).
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which ultimately came in the form of Article 2 of the Protocol. The Trade and 
Co-operation Agreement also affects human rights, particularly as regards 
the level playing field, environment, criminal justice and a general assertion 
of respect for international human rights commitments, potentially having a 
future role.63 This inclusion of human rights and equalities can in many ways 
be credited to these bodies, alongside civil society, in fulfilling their duties and 
recognising the potential for an imbalance of equivalence and retrogression.64

The Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland adds a significant layer of 
machinery, both substantively and procedurally, to human rights infrastruc-
ture, but also via dynamic alignment with Ireland,65 although it remains to 
be seen how it will fully play out, especially in the context of broader UK 
human rights reform. Article 2 links human rights emergent from two dis-
tinct strands of the European rights frameworks—the ECHR via the 1998 
Agreement, and the equality provisions based within EU law—to ensure that 
rights protections do not regress as a consequence of Brexit. Alongside these 
substantive rights is the significant role given to the human rights bodies 
under Article 14(c). While the Protocol itself applies only to Northern Ireland, 
there are ramifications for Ireland.

Paragraph 1 of Article 2 of the Protocol reads as follows:

The United Kingdom shall ensure that no diminution of rights, 
safeguards or equality of opportunity, as set out in that part of 
the 1998 Agreement entitled Rights, Safeguards and Equality of 
Opportunity results from its withdrawal from the Union, includ-
ing in the area of protection against discrimination, as enshrined in 

63 EU–UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement C117I (06/04/2021), Articles 6.2, 8.3, 524, 763, 771 and 772; see also 
Paola Mariani and Giorgio Sacerdoti, ‘Trade in goods and the level playing field’, in Federico Fabbrini (ed.), The 
law & politics of Brexit, vol. 3 (Oxford, 2021), 93.
64 See Phase 1 Report, Joint Report from the negotiators of the European Union and the United Kingdom Government 
on progress during phase 1 of negotiations under Article 50 TEU on the United Kingdom’s orderly withdrawal 
from the European Union (TF50 2017, 19), 8 December 2017; High Level Paper on Brexit and Human Rights’, 
January 2018, Joint Committee of the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission and the Northern Ireland 
Human Rights Commission; Les Allamby, ‘Human rights crucial as ever as Northern Ireland navigates Covid 
and Brexit’, Irish Legal News (27 August 2021), available at: http://www.irishlegal.com/articles/les-allamby 
(20 December 2022).
65 Agreement on the withdrawal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland from the 
European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community, Official Journal of the European Union, 
Document 12020W/TXT (L 29/7) (31 January 2020).
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the provisions of Union law listed in Annex 1 to this Protocol, and 
shall implement this paragraph through dedicated mechanisms.

The UK government has accepted a broad interpretation of what human rights 
are implicated and should be included in interpreting Article 2.66 The refer-
ence to rights, safeguards and equality of opportunity in the 1998 Agreement, 
while not explicitly referencing EU law, has since evolved to include rights 
evolving from membership that are now part of the human rights infrastruc-
ture of the 1998 Agreement.67

Article 2’s non-diminution requires strict observance of a baseline of 
rights  from which there can be no regression. In this, it is distinct from 
non-retrogression/non-regression, which does, in particular circumstances, 
allow for some relapse.68 The interpretation of non-diminution is likely to 
be at issue. Non-diminution covers two categories, EU rights that come 
within the 1998 Agreement as per Article 2 and the six directives listed in the 
annex. 69 In instances where EU rights go further than ECHR or the Human 
Rights Act—for instance, some marriage and family rights, education, asylum, 

66 ‘UK Government commitment to “no diminution of rights, safeguards and equality of opportunity” in 
Northern Ireland: what does it mean and how will it be implemented?’ (2020), para. 9, available at: https://assets.
publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907682/Explainer__
UK_Government_commitment_to_no_diminution_of_rights__safeguards_and_equality_of_opportunity_in_
Northern_Ireland.pdf (20 December 2022).
67 Murray and Rice, ‘Beyond trade’, 7.
68 EU Commission, ‘Guiding principles transmitted to EU27 for the Dialogue on Ireland/Northern Ireland’ (TF50 
2017, 15), 3–4, Phase 1 Report; Joint Report from the negotiators of the European Union and the United Kingdom 
Government on progress during phase 1 of negotiations under Article 50 TEU on the United Kingdom’s orderly 
withdrawal from the European Union (TF50 2017, 19), 8 December 2017, Phase 1 Report; J.J. Wills and B.T.C. 
Warwick, ‘Contesting austerity: the potential and pitfalls of socioeconomic rights discourse’, Indiana Journal 
of Global Legal Studies 23 (2) (2016), 640; UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General 
Comment 19: The Right to Social Security (Art. 9 of the Covenant) (UN Doc E/C12/GC/19 2007), para. 42; Aoife 
Nolan, Nicholas Lusiani and Christian Courtis, ‘Two steps forward, no steps back? Evolving criteria on the 
prohibition of retrogression in economic, social and cultural rights’, in Aoife Nolan (ed.), Economic and social 
rights after the global financial crisis (Cambridge, 2014), 140–141.
69 Annex 1, Council Directive 2004/113/EC of 13 December 2004 implementing the principle of equal treatment 
between men and women in the access to and supply of goods and services; Directive 2006/54/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2006 on the implementation of the principle of equal opportunities and 
equal treatment of men and women in matters of employment and occupation; Council Directive 2000/43/
EC of 29 June 2000 implementing the principle of equal treatment between persons irrespective of racial or 
ethnic origin; Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 establishing a general framework for equal 
treatment in employment and occupation; Directive 2010/41/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 7 July 2010 on the application of the principle of equal treatment between men and women engaged in an 
activity in a self-employed capacity and repealing Council Directive 86/613/EEC; Council Directive 79/7/EEC of 
19 December 1978 on the progressive implementation of the principle of equal treatment for men and women 
in matters of social security.
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data protection, health, social security, environmental rights and protections 
from discrimination—non-diminution aims to ensure that these rights do not 
regress following Brexit. As regards the six directives, Article 13 (3) of the 
Protocol states that any reference to an EU act that includes directives refers 
to an EU act as amended and replaced. This makes the six directives dynamic 
whereby the UK must align with these directives as they evolve; it is not a 
snapshot of the directive-derived rights as they stood upon withdrawal.

For Ireland, the equivalence requirement means that it cannot regress 
either. There is potential, if EU law regressed on these matters, that Ireland 
would be put in an awkward situation. Under the Protocol, within six weeks, 
the EU must inform the UK through the Joint Committee that a new act within 
the Protocol’s purview has been undertaken. What follows is exchange of 
views as to its implications, and as soon as ‘reasonably practical’ the Joint 
Committee will adopt a decision to amend, or if there is no agreement, other 
ways to maintain the Protocol’s good function. If, within a reasonable time, 
no decision is made, notice will be given to the UK that the EU may take 
remedial measures that may take affect six months after the EU informed the 
UK, but only if the EU has implemented the measures. In a scenario where the 
EU regressed in rights protected under the directives, there is a question as to 
whether Ireland’s 1998 Agreement commitments would require it to maintain 
higher standards.

Article 2 has already come before the Courts.70 The first case concerned the 
Abortion (Northern Ireland) Regulations 2021. Bringing the case, the Society 
for the Protection of Unborn Children (SPUC) argued that there was a vio-
lation of Article 2 via EU disability protection.71 The High Court rejected the 
claim, while Colton J clarified that Article 2 is directly effective and has a 
wide remit while also making clear the need to connect Article 2 to an EU 
competence in place prior to Brexit:

The applicant cannot establish, as he was required to do if he was 
to rely upon Article 2, that the equality of opportunity protection 
identified in the 1998 Agreement has been given effect in the legal 
order of Northern Ireland on or before 31 December 2020. The 
alleged right relied upon was not underpinned by EU law prior 

70 The CJEU is not the authoritative authority for Article 2 of the Protocol, unlike Articles 5–10. See Colin 
Murray, ‘Rights and equality law in Northern Ireland post Brexit: an unfolding reality’, available at: http://
eulawanalysis.blogspot.com/2022/05/rights-and-equality-law-in-northern.html (20 December 2022).
71 SPUC Pro-life Ltd, Re Application for Judicial Review [2022] NIQB 9.
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to 31 December 2020 and therefore there has been no change in 
Northern Ireland law on this issue as a result of the UK’s exit from 
the EU.72

Locating which human rights are covered, who is covered and whether they 
are static or dynamic is proving complicated. Monitoring and operationalis-
ing Article 2 is complex and the absence of the EU’s adjudicatory roles makes 
the island’s human rights bodies and courts more important. The role played 
by the JCHR in ensuring rights protection is of particular significance. The 
JCHR, NIHRC and ECNI are key to Article 2’s operation; paragraph (2) states:

The United Kingdom shall continue to facilitate the related work of 
the institutions and bodies set up pursuant to the 1998 Agreement, 
including the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission, the 
Equality Commission for Northern Ireland and the Joint Committee 
of representatives of the Human Rights Commissions of Northern 
Ireland and Ireland, in upholding human rights and equality 
standards.73

These are additional roles, and their engagement is likely to be central to 
embedding the human rights aspects of the Protocol into the broader rights 
infrastructures and networks. It also necessitates ongoing cooperation among 
the bodies, including within the jurisdictions, as well as across various leg-
islative committees and sub-committees.74 The UK amended the Northern 
Ireland Act 1998 to extend the human rights bodies’ remit to fulfil these 
additional obligations.75 The 2020 Act also enables the NIHRC and ECNI 
to bring or intervene in judicial review related to breaches of Article 2(1).76 
Monitoring the UK and Northern Ireland’s primary, secondary and delegated 
legislation alongside EU legislation is a considerable task. Under Article 14 
of the Protocol, the JCHR, NICHRC and ECNI can bring to the attention of 
the specialised committee, established under Article 165 of the Withdrawal 

72 SPUC Pro-life Ltd, para. 132.
73 Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland, Article 2, available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
protocol-on-irelandnorthern-ireland-article-2 (20 December 2022).
74 Withdrawal Agreement, PINI, Article 14, Northern Ireland Act 1998, s. 78C (1).
75 European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020 (UK), Sch. 3, Northern Ireland Act 1998, s.78A(9).
76 S 68, 69, 73, 74 Northern Ireland Act 1998, as amended by the Justice and Security (Northern Ireland) Act 2007 
and the European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020.
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Agreement, issues related to the implementation of the Protocol and of rel-
evance to Article 2. This sidesteps the UK and Irish governments but also 
places a large amount of responsibility on these bodies. Non-diminution is 
the responsibility of the UK government and equally, if not more, directly of 
the Assembly and executive.

Overreliance on human rights bodies to ensure compliance leaves an 
opportunity for these other actors to be more lax in their ongoing duties 
and roles within the broader human rights tapestries. Having four dif-
ferent points of compliance potentially leads to four different positions, 
one by  the human rights bodies, one by the UK government, one by 
the Northern Ireland Executive and one by the EU. Ireland, within the 
Withdrawal Agreement and the Protocol, is part of the EU, including in 
the specialised committee, but its role as signatory of the 1998 Agreement 
gives it a supplementary role as regards human rights and equalities, 
including here.77 These changes have further embedded these bodies as 
key human rights actors, but how these roles function, and whether they 
do so successfully, relies on the tapestry of rights operating with some 
coherence. This places additional pressures on these bodies, and the sig-
nificance of the Protocol as regards their work, and the extensive research 
and dissemination they have all already undertaken as regards Brexit and 
the Protocols, belies the appearance that these are minor addition to the 
human rights tapestry.

Other bodies mentioned in this paper may also play a role under the 
Protocol. For instance, international human rights bodies and processes such 
as the UN Human Rights Council’s Universal Periodic Review may locate 
potential sites of diminution, while those participating in those processes 
may raise issues that arise in practice. Also, should the UK government 
continue with constitutional reform including as regards the Human Rights 
Act, there is potential for Article 2, especially non-diminution, to come into 
play. As Ireland is still a member of the EU, there is also a possibility of an 
equivalence gap opening beyond Article 2’s scope that emerges directly 
from EU membership but was not realisable or manifested on the day the 
UK left the EU. This is not currently a problem but will inevitably arise in 
the future.

77 Council Decision (EU) 2020/135 of 30 January 2020 on the conclusion of the Agreement on the withdrawal of 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland from the European Union and the European Atomic 
Energy Community (Text with EEA relevance) XT/21105/2018/REV/3 OJ L 29, 31.1.2020, pp. 1–6.
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INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

As highlighted throughout discussion so far, alongside domestic legal 
frameworks for human rights, international human rights law provides 
an additional layer of legal obligations and related structures in both 
Northern Ireland and Ireland. In this respect, international human rights 
law forms another part of the rich tapestry of human rights governance 
and must be considered in order to gain a full view of this tapestry. In this 
section, attention turns to mapping this aspect. A subset of international 
law more  broadly  developing from the post-1945 period onwards, inter-
national human rights law lays down a framework of binding obligations 
that states commit to by signature and ratification of multilateral treaties. 
In the case of the UK and Northern Ireland as a devolved region, ultimate 
responsibility for entering into and fulfilling such obligations rests with 
Westminster. Obligations entered into by Westminster apply, however, 
across all the devolved regions and each devolved legislature can enact leg-
islation implementing international human rights obligations. Alongside 
treaty obligations, as will be outlined below, international human rights law 
structures include a range of judicial and quasi-judicial bodies that adjudi-
cate on and/or monitor state obligations and that both the UK and Ireland 
engage with.

Relevant law in this area includes, first, the regional framework of treaties 
regarding human rights. At the level of the Council of Europe, as detailed 
above, the UK and Ireland are both party to the ECHR and have incorporated 
most of this treaty into national law.78 As a result, public authorities in the UK 
and every organ of the state in Ireland must act in a way that complies with 
the Convention.79 In the UK, national courts may grant remedies pertaining 
to the Convention’s provisions and, following section 2 of the Human Rights 
Act 1998, must take into account jurisprudence of the European Court of 
Human Rights.80 In Ireland, section 4 of the European Convention of Human 
Rights Act 2003 provides that judicial notice shall be taken of any declaration, 
decision, advisory opinion or judgment of the European Court of Human 

78 Human Rights Act 1998 (United Kingdom); European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 (Ireland). 
79 Section 6 of the Human Rights Act 1998; section 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003.
80 See further Gavin Phillipson, Roger Masterman and Helen Fenwick (eds), Judicial reasoning under the UK 
Human Rights Act (Cambridge, 2007); Ursula Kilkelly, ECHR and Irish law (London, 2009); Brice Dickson, Human 
rights and the United Kingdom Supreme Court (Oxford, 2013); Dickson, The Irish Supreme Court, 268–303. 
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Rights. The latter can receive individual applications, submitted by applicants 
who have exhausted domestic remedies,81 as well as inter-state applications.82

Alongside the ECHR, and complementing its focus on civil and political 
rights, the European Social Charter, which was adopted in 1961, provides for 
social and economic rights protections. In 1996 a revision was made to bring the 
1961 Charter and its Additional Protocol of 1988 into a single instrument and 
to include new rights and amendments. The UK has ratified the 1961 Charter 
and accepted 60 of its 72 paragraphs,83 and has signed but not ratified the 
Protocol Amending the European Social Charter. Ireland has ratified both the 
1961 Charter and the revised Charter, accepting 92 of the latter’s 98 paragraphs. 
It has also signed and ratified the Additional Protocol to the European Social 
Charter Providing for a System of Collective Complaints. To date the UK has 
not signed or ratified the latter. More broadly, Council of Europe human rights 
treaties also include the European Convention on the Prevention of Torture 
1987 and the Council of Europe Convention on Action Against Trafficking in 
Human Beings 2005, both of which the UK and Ireland have signed and ratified. 
Connected to its treaty provisions, the Council of Europe operates a number 
of mechanisms by which state obligations are monitored. These include the 
Commissioner for Human Rights, the European Committee for the Prevention 
of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, the European 
Committee of Social Rights, the Advisory Committee on the Framework 
Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, and the Committee of 
Experts of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages.84

Alongside the Council of Europe, and also referred to above, the EU pro-
vides international human rights law norms at the regional level which have 
developed in recent years as the EU’s legal order has evolved.85 Article 2 of the 
Treaty on the European Union foregrounds human rights as a foundational 
value for the organisation. Building on this, the EU Charter of Fundamental 

81 E.g. The Sunday Times v. the United Kingdom (no. 1), 26 April 1979; McCann and Others v. the United Kingdom, 
27 September 1995; Hirst v. the United Kingdom (no. 2) (application no. 74025/01) (2005); Norris v. Ireland, 26 
October 1988; O’Keeffe v. Ireland (application no. 35810/09); McFarlane v. Ireland (application no. 31333/06) 
(2010).
82 E.g. Ireland v. the United Kingdom (application no. 5310/71) (1978).
83 For discussion, see Colm O’Cinneide, ‘The European Social Charter and the UK: why it matters’, King’s Law 
Journal 29 (2018), 275–296.
84 Gauthier de Beco (ed.), Human rights monitoring mechanisms of the Council of Europe (Abingdon, 2011). 
85 Gráinne de Búrca, ‘The road not taken: the European Union as a global human rights actor’, American Journal 
of International Law 105 (4) (2011), 649–693; Armin Von Bodgangy, ‘The European Union as a human rights 
organization? Human rights and the core of the European union’, Common Market Law Review 37 (6) (2000), 
1307–1338.
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Rights 2000 enshrines a range of political, social and economic rights into 
EU law. This document coexists with the ECHR at the regional level.86 The 
Charter of Fundamental Rights is directly applicable in Ireland as an EU 
member state.87 Following the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018, the 
Charter no longer applies in the UK. The Court of Justice of the European 
Union can consider cases brought by private individuals, companies or organ-
isations in relation to alleged breaches of rights by an EU member state or 
institution and elaborates on interpretation of the Charter as a part of EU law.

Second, international human rights law additionally includes a body of 
UN treaties that the UK and Ireland have signed and, in many cases, ratified. 
Following the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the 
UN General Assembly in 1948, binding human rights treaties developed in this 
legal system over the course of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first.88 
These include protection of civil and political rights and economic, social and 
cultural rights as well as a range of thematic rights protections. The nine main 
human rights treaties are: the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Racial Discrimination (CERD) 1965; the International Covenants on Civil and 
Political Rights and Economic Social and Cultural Rights (ICCPR and ICESCR) 
1966; the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women (CEDAW) 1979; the Convention Against Torture (CAT) 1984; 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) 1989; the Convention on the 
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families 
(CMW) 1990; the Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced 
Disappearance (CED) 2007; and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities (CRPD) 2006. Each of these treaties has a treaty body that is made 
up of international experts who monitor state obligations under the treaty via 
cyclical reporting activities and, in some cases, quasi-judicial complaint and 
inquiry procedures that have been established by optional protocols.89

86 See Kanstantsin Dzehtsiarou, Noreen O’Meara, Theodore Konstadinides and Tobias Lock (eds), Human rights 
law in Europe: the influence, overlaps and contradictions of the EU and the ECHR (Abingdon, 2014).
87 Gráinne de Búrca, ‘The domestic impact of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights’, Irish Jurist 49 (2013), 
49–64. For more general discussion, see Tobias Lock, ‘Rights and principles in the EU Charter of Fundamental 
Rights’, Common Market Law Review 56 (5) (2019), 1201–1226.
88 Rhona Smith, International Human Rights Law (8th edn, Oxford, 2018); Walter Kälin and Jörg Künzli, The law 
of international human rights protection (2nd edn, Oxford, 2019).
89 For example, Rachel Murray, Elina Steinerte, Malcom Evans and Antenor Hallo de Wolf, The Optional Protocol 
to the UN Convention Against Torture (Oxford, 2011); Gauthier de Beco, ‘The Optional Protocol to the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child on a Communications Procedure: good news?’, Human Rights Law Review 13 (2) 
(2013), 367–387; Loveday Hodson, ‘Women’s rights and the periphery: CEDAW’s Optional Protocol’, European 
Journal of International Law 25 (2) (2014), 561–578.
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To date, the UK has signed and ratified seven of the nine core treaties, as well 
as Optional Protocols related to CAT, the ICCPR and the CRC. It has accepted 
individual complaints procedures pertaining to CEDAW and the CRPD and 
inquiry procedures pertaining to CAT, CEDAW and the CRPD. Ireland has 
a similar record, having signed and ratified six of the nine core treaties and 
acceded to CEDAW. Ireland differs slightly in relation to Optional Protocols, 
having signed but not ratified the Optional Protocol of CAT, acceded to the 
second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR and signed but not ratified one of the 
CRC’s Optional Protocols and ratified another. It has accepted the complaints 
procedures of CAT, ICCPR, CEDAW, CERD and the CRC and inquiry proce-
dures relating to CAT, CEDAW and the CRC. Neither the UK nor Ireland has 
signed or ratified CED or CMW. As dualist legal systems, the UK and Ireland 
regard international and domestic law as separate systems and, beyond the 
ECHR, generally do not integrate international human rights treaties in full 
into the domestic legal system. Some exceptional examples can be found 
regarding incorporation of UN treaties, however, in both jurisdictions.90

The UN international human rights law system also encompasses a range 
of monitoring bodies and procedures that have oversight of the obligations 
that states have committed to. The UK and Ireland regularly submit reports 
to the treaty bodies connected to the UN human rights treaties that they 
are party to, outlining how obligations are being implemented.91 They also 
engage with the Human Rights Council’s Universal Periodic Review (UPR) 
monitoring mechanism,92 a universal peer review of the human rights obliga-
tions of all UN member states, and the Council’s Special Procedures, experts 
who report and advise on thematic or country-specific human rights issues.93 
Against the backdrop of UN human rights obligations and commitments out-
lined above, both the UK and Ireland have been elected as members of the 
Human Rights Council, the UN’s intergovernmental body responsible for the 

90 In Ireland, see Article 29.6 of the constitution. For legislation partially incorporating international human 
rights law see, for example, Criminal Justice (UNCAT) Act 2000; Equal Employment Acts 1998–2011; Equal 
Status Act 2000–2001; Child Trafficking and Pornography Act 1998; Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act 
2015. In the United Kingdom, some indirect incorporation has taken place at the devolved level, e.g. Rights of 
Children and Young Persons (Wales) Measure 2011.
91 Helen Keller and Geir Ulfstein (eds), UN human rights treaty bodies: law and legitimacy (Cambridge, 2012).
92 Hilary Charlesworth and Emma Larking (eds), Human rights and the Universal Periodic Review: rituals and 
ritualism (Cambridge, 2015). On the UK’s experience, see Leanne Cochrane and Kathryn McNeilly, ‘The United 
Kingdom, the United Nations Human Rights Council and the first cycle of the Universal Periodic Review’, 
International Journal of Human Rights 17 (1) (2013), 152–177.
93 Rosa Freedman, Aoife Nolan and Thérèse Murphy (eds), The United Nations Special Procedures System (Leiden, 
2017).
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promotion and protection of human rights, since its establishment in 2006. 
The UK has undertaken four terms as a member, including one that is ongoing 
at the time of writing, while Ireland has undertaken one.94

Accordingly, taken together, a range of binding treaty obligations and 
related governance mechanisms exist regionally—incorporating the Council 
of Europe and the EU—and at the level of the UN. Collectively, these make up 
relevant international human rights law applicable in Ireland. In the case of 
Northern Ireland, following the UK’s withdrawal from the EU, the Council of 
Europe and UN frameworks are applicable in this jurisdiction. This relevant 
international human rights law has influenced the development of national 
frameworks and institutions, and continues to place binding legal obligations 
on both states.

CONVERGENCES AND DIVERGENCES ACROSS 

LEGAL FRAMEWORKS

The question that remains to be considered from the analysis above is what 
convergences and divergences emerge regarding national and international 
frameworks for human rights in Northern Ireland and Ireland. First, a number 
of convergences can be detected. From the outset, the importance of equiv-
alence integrated into the 1998 Agreement stresses that a high degree of 
convergence in this legal area at the national level is essential. As detailed, 
institutional frameworks and legal provisions pertaining to human rights are 
interlinked and either operate across or are mirrored in the two jurisdictions 
rather than being exclusively self-contained. This includes the work of the 
three human rights and equalities bodies on the island, as well as legislative 
structures integrating the ECHR into national law. This equivalence has been 
central to human rights activity post-1998 and, as outlined, has raised impor-
tant issues for rights following Brexit.

At the international level, in relation to the signature and ratification 
of international human rights law instruments and the portfolio of obli-
gations that follow, the UK and Ireland have a broadly comparable record. 

94 The UK’s membership terms have been 2006–2008; 2009–2011; 2014–2016; 2017–2019; 2021–2023. Ireland’s 
membership term was 2013–2015. For discussion of Ireland’s membership, see James Gallen, ‘Between rhetoric 
and reality: ten years of the United Nations Human Rights Council’, Irish Studies in International Affairs 27 
(2016), 125.
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At the Council of Europe level, both states have incorporated most of the 
ECHR into domestic law and have ratified the European Social Charter. 
On the latter point, the UK is distinguishable in having not ratified the 
revised Charter updating and modernising the treaty, and in not signing or 
ratifying the Additional Protocol to the European Social Charter Providing 
for a System of Collective Complaints. Regarding the UN system, both 
states have ratified or acceded to seven of the nine core treaties. Neither 
state has signed or ratified CED or CMW. Throughout the course of inter-
national human rights law monitoring processes, in particular at the level 
of the UN, both the UK and Ireland have been recommended to sign and/
or ratify additional treaties and Optional Protocols, or to reconsider any 
reservations or interpretative statements in place relating to existing trea-
ties. One forum where this has occurred is as part of the UN Human Rights 
Council’s UPR, where states under review regularly receive such recom-
mendations from peer reviewers.95 The UK and Ireland have responded 
with some degree of action. For example, since the beginning of the UPR 
process in 2008, the UK has ratified the CRPD and the Optional Protocol to 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Sale of Children, Child 
Prostitution and Child Pornography (OP-CRC-SC). In 2008, it also withdrew 
a reservation to article 37(c) CRC and, in 2009, it accepted the OP-CRPD 
individual complaints and inquiry procedures. When it comes to Ireland, 
following commencement of the UPR the state has, in 2011, withdrawn a 
reservation to Article 19(2) of the ICCPR and, in 2014, accepted the Optional 
Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child (OP-CRC-IC) com-
plaints and inquiry procedures. In this respect, considerable convergence 
in international human rights obligations can be observed across the two 
jurisdictions.

This is not to say, however, that divergences cannot be detected in relation 
to human rights provisions and frameworks on the island. First, reviewing 
the period from 1998 until the present, it may be said that the role or sig-
nificance that international human rights structures and frameworks have 
had in Northern Ireland appears slightly greater than in Ireland. One reason 

95 Frederick Cowell, ‘Reservations to human rights treaties in recommendations from the Universal Periodic 
Review: an emerging practice?’, International Journal of Human Rights 25 (2) (2021), 274–294. See examples in 
the UK and Ireland’s most recent UPR examinations: UN Human Rights Council, ‘Report of the Working Group 
on the Universal Periodic Review: United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland’, UN Doc A/HRC/36/9 
(14 July 2017); UN Human Rights Council, ‘Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review: 
Ireland’, UN Doc A/HRC/49/18 (14 December 2021). 
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for this is the engagement of international human rights law in relation to 
post-conflict developments and litigation, including at the level of the ECHR 
and the European Court of Human Rights.96 A body of case law, and broader 
discussion engaging rights, at national and international levels has placed 
a focus on human rights in the Northern Ireland legal order and conscious-
ness. This focus does not appear to be directly mirrored in Ireland, where the 
constitution and constitutional rights remain a primary area of legal focus 
for courts and legal discussion or commentary. In terms of national human 
rights frameworks, the European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 
has appeared to have a less prominent role in Ireland than the Human Rights 
Act 1998 in the UK.97 This can also be explained in part by the pre-eminence 
of the Irish constitution in the Irish legal system. Divergences resultantly 
appear.

In terms of a second divergence, following the UK’s withdrawal from the 
EU, international human rights law instruments that are part of the EU system 
and directly applicable in Ireland, particularly the Charter of Fundamental 
Rights, are no longer applicable in Northern Ireland. At the national level, the 
impact of Brexit on human rights has had unique significance in the UK and 
while Article 2 of the Protocol attempts to limit the potential for divergence 
or at least monitor it, the extent to which the UK government intends to 
diverge from the EU means that attentiveness to legal change will be required. 
In a similar fashion, potential future changes to the Human Rights Act, or to 
the rights of refugees and migrants may lead to divergence. It is possible for 
rights reform within the UK to differentiate between the devolved nations; 
it already does to some extent on some thematic issues.98 This is likely to 
increase, as Scotland and Wales have both stated they intend to keep pace, as 
far as their competence allows, with the EU as regards human rights equality 
law, for instance, but for Northern Ireland this will have to be considered in 
the overall context of equivalence.99

96 Brice Dickson, The European Convention on Human Rights and the conflict in Northern Ireland (Oxford, 2010).
97 See for example Oran Doyle and Desmond Ryan, ‘Judicial interpretation of the European Convention on 
Human Rights Act 2003: reflections and analysis’, Dublin University Law Journal 33 (2011), 369–392; Farrah 
Ahmed and Adam Perry, ‘Constitutional statutes’, Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 37 (2) (2017), 461–481.
98 For example, Children’s Rights in Wales, available at: https://gov.wales/childrens-rights-in-wales (20 
December 2022); Rights of Children and Young Persons (Wales) Measure 2011.
99 Scotland’s Global Affairs Framework, May 2022, available at: https://www.gov.scot/publications/scotlands-
global-affairs-framework/documents/ (20 December 2022).
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CONCLUSION: THE TAPESTRY STILL BEING WOVEN

This paper has provided a starting point for mapping the multifaceted 
national and international frameworks for human rights in Northern Ireland 
and Ireland. Alongside substantive rights provisions enshrined in law, a 
variety of institutions and structures can be observed. These include the 
devolved administration; the JCHR, NIHRC and ECNI; the roles of the Court 
of Justice of the European Union and the European Court of Human Rights; 
the Northern Ireland and UK courts systems; and broader international 
human rights processes such as the UPR and the various UN treaty monitor-
ing bodies. The various sites of political governance, in Belfast, Dublin and 
London, also play a key role in human rights, particularly in reform but also 
in halting or slowing change. How this will be managed in the future needs 
further consideration.

Apprehending all these elements is essential to gain effective insight into 
human rights obligations and their fulfilment across the island. This infra-
structural tapestry is such that, in the main, the institutions and structures 
noted complement and reinforce each other. Even where there may be diver-
gence in the law, each body’s role in monitoring and reviewing and as a 
forum for reform and policymaking has been important to the way in which 
human rights have operated since 1998. The concept of equivalence in the 
1998 Agreement provides a unique context for this area of law, has shaped 
developments in the area and, no matter the outcome of any future constitu-
tional settlement, will continue to impact on rights and protections offered to 
groups, especially those in the minority, into the future. Neither equivalence 
nor reciprocity sets baselines, nor do they automatically mean that each juris-
diction is meeting the higher standard of the other. Non-diminution has set a 
baseline for both jurisdictions, but only as regards the rights that come within 
Article 2 of the Protocol.

As discussed in the paper, many areas of ongoing discussion and poten-
tial legal change appear regarding human rights, particularly as this area of 
law enters a post-Brexit context. In this respect, the tapestry that this paper 
has mapped is still being woven and is open to further strengthening (and 
weakening). New threads or pieces stand to be added to it in the form of 
new or amended legal provisions, structures and institutional frameworks. 
Regardless of future directions, the framework for human rights in Northern 
Ireland and Ireland can, like any other tapestry, only be fully apprehended by 
standing back from its individual elements or constitutive parts and observing 
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the overarching picture that comes into view. The complex tapestry of human 
rights obligations, provisions and institutional frameworks operating across 
the jurisdictions and interlinked with broader international human rights 
infrastructures is a strength but, as the various bodies show, the issues of 
convergence and divergence are quite complex. The comprehensiveness 
of the infrastructural elements of the tapestry was shown to be significant 
throughout the Brexit process and in some ways, it has led to an increased 
role for those infrastructures. They have all also played a significant part in 
preventing an unravelling of rights. The potential for an overly complicated 
rights orders remains. While there is potential in, for instance, the Charter of 
Rights for the island to bring forth the overarching pattern that the tapestry 
is intended to produce, for the moment it remains occluded.


